OUTSIDE OF DOOR  DOOR EDGE  INSIDE OF DOOR

#6 OVAL COUNTER-SUNK HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AT INSTALLATION

FOR 02 FUNCTION ONLY

3 5/8

1.21 32

15 64

NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH XL JL VL WL BRL HSL NL LEVER TRIM.

OUTSIDE OF DOOR  DOOR EDGE  INSIDE OF DOOR

#6 OVAL COUNTER-SUNK HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AT INSTALLATION

FOR 02 FUNCTION ONLY

3 5/8

1.21 32

15 64

NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH HTHA HHHA HTHB HHHB HTHD HHHD TA DA BA TD DD DD KNOB TRIM.
NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH HBG,HTC,BG,DD,TC TRIM.

#6 OVAL COUNTER-SUNK HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AT INSTALLATION (4PL)

DOOR EDGE

INSIDE OF DOOR

NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH VG,XG,JC,WG,BRG,HSC,NG TRIM.

#6 OVAL COUNTER-SUNK HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AT INSTALLATION (3PL)

DOOR EDGE

INSIDE OF DOOR

NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH XH,HJ,WH,WB,BRH,HSH,NH LEVER AND BH,TH,DO,HBR,HTH KNOB TRIM.

#6 OVAL COUNTER-SUNK HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AT INSTALLATION (2PL)

DOOR EDGE

INSIDE OF DOOR

USE THESE TEMPLATES FOR 07 FUNCTION OF LOCK

NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH XL,JL,VL,WL,BRL,HSL,NL LEVER TRIM.

#6 OVAL COUNTER-SUNK HEAD SHEET METAL SCREWS AT INSTALLATION (2PL)

DOOR EDGE

INSIDE OF DOOR

NOTES:
USE THIS TEMPLATE WITH HTHA,HBB,HHTB,HBH,HTHD,HBHD,TA,DA,DA,TBD,BD,DD KNOB TRIM.